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Abstract

We consider the maximum likelihood parame-
ter estimation problem for a generalized Thur-
stone choice model, where choices are top-1
items from comparison sets of two or more items.
We provide tight characterizations of the mean
square error, as well as necessary and sufficient
conditions for correct classification when each
item belongs to one of two classes. These re-
sults provide insights into how the estimation
accuracy depends on the choice of a general-
ized Thurstone choice model and the structure of
comparison sets. We find that for a priori unbi-
ased structures of comparisons, e.g., when com-
parison sets are drawn independently and uni-
formly at random, the number of observations
needed to achieve a prescribed estimation accu-
racy depends on the choice of a generalized Thur-
stone choice model. For a broad set of general-
ized Thurstone choice models, which includes all
popular instances used in practice, the estimation
error is shown to be largely insensitive to the car-
dinality of comparison sets. On the other hand,
we found that there exist generalized Thurstone
choice models for which the estimation error de-
creases much faster with the cardinality of com-
parison sets.

1. Introduction

We consider the problem of estimating the strengths of
items based on observed choices of items, where each
choice is from a subset of two or more items. This accom-
modates pair comparisons as a special case, where each
comparison set consists of two items. In general, the out-
come of each comparison is a top-1 list that singles out
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one item from given set of compared items. There are
many applications in practice that are accommodated by
this framework, e.g., single-winner contests in crowdsourc-
ing services such as TopCoder or Taskcn, or hiring deci-
sions where one applicant gets hired among those who ap-
plied for a job, e.g., in online labour marketplaces such as
Fiverr and Upwork, as well as numerous sports competi-
tions and online gaming platforms.

In particular, we consider the choices according to a gener-
alized Thurstone choice model. This model accommodates
several well known models, e.g. Luce’s choice model, and
Bradley-Terry model for pair comparisons; see discussion
of related work in Section 1.1. A generalized Thurstone
choice model is defined by a cumulative distribution func-
tion F and a parameter vector ✓ = (✓1, ✓2, . . . , ✓n) 2 R

n,
where ✓

i

represents the strength of item i. For every given
non-empty subset of items S, the choice is assumed to be
an item in S that exhibits the best performance, where the
performance of each item i 2 S is defined as the sum of
the strength parameter ✓

i

and an independent sample from
the cumulative distribution function F . Many well known
models of choice are special instances of generalized Thur-
stone choice models for specific choices of F ; see a cata-
logue of examples in Section 2.3.

In this paper, our goal is to characterize the accuracy of a
parameter estimator of a top-1 list generalized Thurstone
choice model. In particular, we want to understand how is
the estimation accuracy affected by the choice of a general-
ized Thurstone model, and the structure of the comparison
sets. Our results show that the choice of a generalized Thur-
stone model can have a substantial effect on the parameter
estimation accuracy.

More specifically, our main contributions in this paper can
be summarized as follows.

We provide tight lower and upper bounds for the mean
square error of the maximum likelihood parameter estima-
tor (Section 3). These results provide necessary and suffi-
cient conditions for the estimation of the parameter within a
prescribed accuracy. Moreover, they reveal how the choice
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of a generalized Thurstone choice model and the structure
of comparison sets affect the estimation accuracy. In par-
ticular, we find that a key parameter is an eigenvalue gap
of a pair-weight matrix. This pair-weight matrix is defined
such that each element of this matrix that corresponds to a
pair of items is equal to a weighted sum of the number of
co-participations of the given pair of items in comparison
sets of different cardinalities. The weight associated with
a comparison set is a decreasing function of the cardinality
of the comparison set, which depends on the choice of the
generalized Thurstone choice model.

As a corollary, we derive tight characterizations of the
mean square error for the case when all comparison sets
are of equal cardinalities and the comparison sets are unbi-
ased, e.g., each comparison set is sampled independently,
uniformly at random without replacement from the set of
all items. Such comparison sets are in spirit of tournament
schedules like round-robin schedules that are common in
various sports competitions. We also consider the parame-
ter estimation problem for a generalized Thurstone choice
model where each item is either of a high or a low class
(Section 4). We establish necessary and sufficient condi-
tions for correct classification of all items, when compar-
ison sets have equal cardinalities and are drawn indepen-
dently, uniformly at random without replacement from the
set of all items. These conditions are shown to match those
derived from the bounds for the mean square error up to
constant factors.

These results provide a clear picture about the effect of a
choice of a generalized Thurstone choice model and the
cardinality of comparison sets. Perhaps surprisingly, we
find that for a large set of special instances of generalized
Thurstone choice models, which includes all popular cases
used in practice, the mean square error decreases with the
cardinality of comparison sets, but rather weakly. In partic-
ular, the mean square error is shown to be largely insensi-
tive to the cardinality of comparison sets of three or more
items. On the other hand, we exhibit instances of general-
ized Thurstone choice models for which the mean square
error decreases much faster with the cardinality of compar-
ison sets; in particular, decreasing inversely proportionally
to the square of the cardinality (Section 5).

1.1. Related Work

The original Thurstone choice model was proposed by
(Thurstone, 1927) as a model of comparative judgement
for pair comparisons. The key property of this model is
that each item is assumed to be associated with a perfor-
mance random variable defined as the sum of a strength
parameter and a noise random variable. Specifically, in
the original Thurstone model, the noise is assumed to be
a Gaussian random variable. This amounts to the winning

probability of one item against another item in a pair com-
parison that is a cumulative Gaussian distribution function
of the difference of their corresponding strength parame-
ters. Similar model but with winning probabilities accord-
ing to a logistic cumulative distribution function was orig-
inally studied by (Zermelo, 1929), and following the work
by (Bradley & Terry, 1952; 1954) is often referred to as
the Bradley-Terry model. A generalization of this model to
comparisons of two or more items was studied by (Luce,
1959) and is referred to as the Luce’s choice model (Luce,
1959). Other models of choice have also been studied, e.g.,
Dawkins’ choice model (Dawkins, 1969). Relationships
between the Luce’s choice model and generalized Thur-
stone choice models were studied in (Yellott, 1977). Some
of these models underlie the design of popular rating sys-
tems, e.g., Elo rating system (Elo, 1978) that was origi-
nally designed and has been used for rating skills of chess
players but also for various other sport competitions, and
TrueSkill (Graepel et al., 2006) that is used by a popular
online gaming platform. All these models are instances of
a generalized Thurstone model, and are special instances
of generalized linear models, see, e.g., (Nelder & Wedder-
burn, 1972), (McCullagh & Nelder, 1989), and Chapter 9
in (Murphy, 2012). See Chapter 9 (Vojnović, 2016) for an
exposition to the principles of rating systems.

Several studies argued that different models of pair compar-
isons yield empirically equivalent performance, e.g. (Stern,
1992), suggesting that the choice of a generalized Thur-
stone model does not matter much in practice. Our results
show that there can be a significant fundamental difference
between generalized Thurstone choice models with respect
to the parameter estimation accuracy.

More recent work has focused on characterizing the param-
eter estimation error and deriving efficient computational
methods for parameter estimation for different models of
pair comparisons, e.g., (Negahban et al., 2012) and (Rajku-
mar & Agarwal, 2014) for pair comparisons according to
Bradley-Terry model, and (Hajek et al., 2014) for full rank-
ing outcomes according to a generalized Thurstone model
with double-exponential distribution of noise. Our work is
different in that we consider top-1 list models and the pa-
rameter estimation error for generalized Thurstone choice
models that allow for comparisons of two or more items
and different distributions of individual performances.

2. Problem Formulation and Notation

2.1. Basic Definitions

We consider a rank aggregation problem with top-1 list
model. We denote with N = {1, 2, . . . , n} the set of all
items. The input data consists of a sequence of m � 1 ob-
servations (S1, y1), (S2, y2), . . ., (Sm

, y
m

), where for each
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observation t, S
t

✓ N is a subset of items, and y
t

is the sin-
gle item observed to be chosen from S

t

; we refer to S
t

as a
comparison set and to y

t

as a choice.

For every S ✓ N and i 2 S, we denote with w
i,S

the
number of observations such that the comparison set is S
and the chosen item is i. In particular, for pair comparisons,
we denote with w

i,j

the number of observations such that
the comparison set is {i, j} and the chosen item is i.

2.2. Generalized Thurstone Choice Model

A generalized Thurstone choice model, denoted as T
F

, is
defined by a parameter vector ✓ = (✓1, ✓2, . . . , ✓n) that
takes value in a parameter set ⇥

n

✓ R

n, and a cumula-
tive distribution function F of a random variable that takes
value in R. Here ✓

i

represents the strength of item i 2 N .
We denote with f the density function of the cumulative
distribution function F .

According to T
F

, the observations are such that for each
observation, conditional on that the comparison set of this
observation is S, the choice is item i 2 S with probability

p
i,S

(✓) = p|S|(✓i � ✓
S\{i}) (1)

where

p
k

(x) =

Z

R

f(z)

k�1Y

l=1

F (x
l

+ z)dz, for x 2 R

k�1. (2)

Hereinafter, ✓
A

denotes the vector ✓
A

= (✓
i

, i 2 A) for a
non-empty set A ✓ N , and, for brevity, with a slight abuse
of notation, a � ✓

A

denotes the vector (a � ✓
i

, i 2 A), for
a 2 R.

A generalized Thurstone model of choice T
F

follows from
the following probabilistic generative model. For every ob-
servation with comparison set S, each item in this set is
associated with independent random variables (X

i

, i 2
S) that represent individual performances of these items,
where each X

i

is a sum of ✓
i

and a noise random vari-
able "

i

with cumulative distribution function F . The choice
i 2 S is the item that exhibits the largest performance, i.e.
p
i,S

(✓) = P[X
i

� max

j2S

X
j

], which corresponds to the
asserted expression in (1).

Note that the probability distribution of choice depends
only on the differences between the strength parameters.
Hence, the probability distribution of choice for a param-
eter vector ✓ is equal to that under the parameter vector
✓ + c · 1, for any constant c, where 1 is the all-one vec-
tor. To allow for identifiability of the parameter vector, we
admit the assumption that ✓ is such that

P
n

i=1 ✓i = 0.

2.3. Special Generalized Thurstone Choice Models

Several special generalized Thurstone models of choice are
given as follows.

(i) Gaussian noise with variance �2: f(x) =

exp(�x2/(2�2
))/(

p
2⇡�).

(ii) Double-exponential distribution of noise with param-
eter � > 0: F (x) = exp(� exp(�(x + ��)/�)),
where � is the Euler-Mascheroni constant, which has
variance �2

= ⇡2�2/6.

(iii) Laplace distribution of noise with parameter �:
F (x) =

1
2e

x

� , for x < 0, and F (x) = 1 � 1
2e

� x

� ,
for x � 0, which has variance �2

= 2�2.

(iv) Uniform distribution of noise on [�a, a]: f(x) =

1/(2a), for x 2 [�a, a], which has variance �2
=

a2/3.

For the special case of a generalized Thurstone model T
F

with a double-exponential distribution of noise and a com-
parison set of cardinality k, we have

p
k

(x) =

1

1 +

P
k�1
i=1 e�x

i

/�

, for x 2 R

k�1.

Hence, for a comparison set S ✓ N ,

p|S|(✓i � ✓
S\{i}) =

e✓i/�P
l2S

e✓l/�
, for i 2 S,

which corresponds to the well-known Luce’s choice model.

In particular, for pair comparisons, we have the following
two well known cases: (i) for the Gaussian distribution of
noise, we have p2(x) = �(x/(

p
2�)) where � is the cu-

mulative distribution function of a standard normal random
variable, and (ii) for the double-exponential distribution of
noise, we have p2(x) = 1/(1 + e�x/�

), which is a special
case of the Luce’s choice model and is commonly referred
as the Bradley-Terry model.

2.4. Maximum Likelihood Estimation

For given input observations, the log-likelihood function,
up to an additive constant, is equal to

`(✓) =
X

S✓N

X

i2S

w
i,S

log(p|S|(✓i � ✓
S\{i})). (3)

The maximum likelihood estimator of the parameter vector
✓ is defined as a parameter vector ˆ✓ that maximizes the log-
likelihood function over the set of parameters ⇥

n

, i.e. ˆ✓ =

argmax
✓2⇥

n

`(✓). In particular, for pair comparisons, we
can write the log-likelihood function as follows:

`(✓) =

nX

i=1

nX

j=1

w
i,j

log (p2(✓i � ✓
j

)) . (4)
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2.5. Some Key Definitions

We shall see that for the maximum likelihood parameter
estimation problem, a special type of a matrix plays an
important role. For every pair of items {i, j} and a posi-
tive integer k, let m

i,j

(k) denote the number of observed
comparison sets of cardinality k each containing the pair of
items {i, j}. Let w : {1, 2, . . . ,m} ! R+ be a decreasing
function, we refer to as a weight function, which is given.
We define the pair-weight matrix M = [m

i,j

] 2 R

n⇥n

+ as
follows:

m
i,j

=

⇢
n

m

P
k�2 w(k)mi,j

(k), if i 6= j

0, if i = j.
(5)

Note that if all comparison sets are of cardinality k, then
each non-diagonal element (i, j) of the pair-weight ma-
trix is equal to, up to a multiplicative factor, the number
of observed comparison sets that contain the pair of items
{i, j}. For pair comparisons, this corresponds to the num-
ber of pair comparisons. The normalization factor n/m
corresponds to a normalization with the mean number of
comparison sets per item.

We say that a set of comparison sets is unbiased, if for
each positive integer k and pair of items {i, j}, there is a
common number of comparison sets of cardinality k that
contain the pair of items {i, j}. An example of unbiased
comparison sets is a fixture of games in some popular sport
competitions that consists of games between pairs of teams
such that each team plays against each other team equal
number of times; e.g., fixtures of games in national foot-
ball leagues like the one in Section M of the supplementary
material.

Let µ(k) be the fraction of comparison sets of cardinality
k. Then, for any unbiased set of comparison sets, for every
positive integer k and pair of items {i, j}, it must hold

m
i,j

(k) =

�
n�2
k�2

�
�
n

k

� µ(k)m =

k(k � 1)

n(n� 1)

µ(k)m.

Hence, for every pair of items {i, j}, it holds that

m
i,j

=

1

n� 1

X

k�2

w(k)k(k � 1)µ(k). (6)

We shall use the notation M to denote the expected value of
a pair-weight matrix M, where the expectation is with re-
spect to the distribution over the set of comparison sets. We
say that comparison sets are a priori unbiased if M is an
unbiased matrix. For example, sampling each comparison
set independently by uniform random sampling without re-
placement from the set of all items results in an a priori
unbiased set of comparison sets. Note that any unbiased
set of comparison sets is a priori unbiased.

We shall show that for the parameter estimation accuracy,
the following parameters play an important role:

�
F,k

=

1

k3(k � 1)(@p
k

(0)/@x1)
2

(7)

where
@p

k

(0)

@x1
=

Z

R

f(x)2F (x)k�2dx. (8)

We shall see that the algebraic connectivity of pair-weight
matrices is a key factor that determines the estimation ac-
curacy, for a suitable choice of the weight function that de-
pends on the generalized Thurstone choice model T

F

. In
particular, we shall see that the weight function should be
set as defined by

w(k) =

✓
k
@p

k

(0)

@x1

◆2

. (9)

For example, for the Luce’s choice model this amounts
to w(k) = 1/(�k)2 and for a large class of generalized
Thurstone choice models, the weight function is such that
w(k) = ⇥(1/k2). Then, the mean square error of the maxi-
mum likelihood parameter estimator is decided by the pair-
weight matrix M with the weight function (9), which is
discussed in Section 3. We discuss the amount of w(k) for
various cumulative distributed functions F in Section 5.

2.6. Additional Notation

For a matrix A, we denote with �
i

(A) its i-th smallest
eigenvalue. We denote with ⇤

A

the Laplacian matrix of
matrix A, i.e., ⇤

A

= diag(A1)�A.

For any symmetric, non-negative, and irreducible matrix
A, its Fiedler value is defined as the smallest non-zero
eigenvalue of the Laplacian matrix ⇤

A

, i.e., equal to
�2(⇤A

). Please refer to Section A.5 of the supplementary
material for more details about eigenvalues of ⇤

A

.

3. Mean Square Error

In this section, we derive upper and lower bounds for the
mean square error for the maximum likelihood parameter
estimator of a generalized Thurstone choice model. For
a generalized Thurstone choice model T

F

with parameter
✓?, for any estimator ˆ✓, the mean square error MSE(

ˆ✓, ✓?)
is defined by

MSE(

ˆ✓, ✓?) =
1

n
kˆ✓ � ✓?k22. (10)

3.1. Pair Comparisons

In this section, we consider generalized Thurstone mod-
els T

F

for pair comparisons, with the parameter set ⇥
n

=

[�b, b]n, for b � 0.
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We define G
D

= (N,E
D

) to be a directed graph, with edge
(i, j) 2 E

D

if and only if w
i,j

> 0; and the undirected
graph G

U

= (N,E
U

) where edge (i, j) 2 E
U

if and only
if w

i,j

+ w
j,i

> 0. Let M be the pair-weight matrix with
the weight function w(k) = 1/k2. We define a condition
G as follows:

G. G
U

is connected, i.e., for every pair of vertices i and
j, there exists a path that connects them.

Note that when G
U

is connected, i.e., condition G holds
true, then, �2(⇤M

) > 0.

When log(p2(x)) is strictly concave for x 2 [�2b, 2b], i.e.,

max

x2[�2b,2b]

d2

dx2
log(p2(x)) < 0,

`(✓) is strictly concave under G.

Let us define c
F,b

= A/B where

A = max

x2[�2b,2b]

d

dx
log(p2(x))

and

B = min

x2[�2b,2b]

����
d2

dx2
log(p2(x))

���� .

Theorem 1. Suppose that observations are according to

a generalized Thurstone model T
F

with parameter ✓? 2
[�b, b]n, for n � 2. If log(p2(x)) is a strictly concave

function and G holds, then with probability at least 1�2/n,

the maximum likelihood estimator

ˆ✓ satisfies

MSE(

ˆ✓, ✓?)  c2
F,b

n(log(n) + 2)

�2(⇤M

)

2

1

m
. (11)

The result in Theorem 1 generalizes the characterization of
the mean square error in (Negahban et al., 2012) and (Hajek
et al., 2014) for the Bradley-Terry model to a generalized
Thurstone choice model for pair comparisons.

Since the Bradley-Terry model is a generalized Thur-
stone choice model with noise according to the double-
exponential distribution, we have p2(x) = 1/(1 + e�x/�

),
for which we derive A = 1/[�(1 + e�2b/�

)] and B =

e�2b/�/[�2
(1+e�2b/�

)

2
], and hence c

F,b

= �(e2b/� +1).

Condition (11) implies that for MSE(

ˆ✓, ✓?)  ✏2 to hold
for given ✏ > 0, it suffices that

m � 1

✏2
c2
F,b

1

�2(⇤M

)

2
n(log(n) + 2). (12)

The Fiedler value �2(⇤M

) reflects how well is the pair-
weight matrix M connected. If each pair is compared an

equal number of times, then from (6), we have m
i,j

=

1/(2(n� 1)) for i 6= j, and in this case, �2(⇤M

) = · · · =
�
n

(⇤

M

) = n/(2(n � 1)). Hence, from the condition in
(12), it suffices that

m � 4

✏2
c2
F,b

n(log(n) + 2).

3.2. Arbitrary Cardinalities of Comparisons Sets

In this section, we derive upper and lower bounds for the
mean square error when each comparison set consists of
two or more items. Let K denote the set of distinct values
of cardinalities of comparison sets observed in input data,
or that can occur with a strictly positive probability if com-
parison sets are sampled from a distribution.

We consider a generalized Thurstone choice model T
F

that
satisfies the following assumptions:

A1 There exist A
F,b

� A
F,b

> 0 such that for all S ✓ N
with |S| 2 K and {y, i, j} ✓ S,

@2

@✓
i

@✓
j

log(p
y,S

(0)) � 0

and, for all ✓ 2 [�b, b]n, it holds

A
F,b


@

2

@✓

i

@✓

j

log(p
y,S

(✓))

@

2

@✓

i

@✓

j

log(p
y,S

(0))

 A
F,b

.

A2 There exist B
F,b

� B
F,b

> 0 such that for all ✓ 2
[�b, b]n, S ✓ N with |S| 2 K and y 2 S,

B
F,b

 p
y,S

(✓)

p
y,S

(0)

 B
F,b

.

A3 There exist C
F,b

� C
F,b

> 0 such that for all ✓ 2
[�b, b]n, S ✓ N with |S| 2 K and y 2 S,

C
F,b

 krp
y,S

(✓)k2
krp

y,S

(0)k2
 C

F,b

.

For ✓ 2 [�b, b]n, the above conditions guarantee the
local convexity of � log(p

y,S

(✓)) (from A1) and bound
�2(r2

log(p
y,S

(✓))) (from A1), p
y,S

(✓) (from A2), and
krp

y,S

(✓)k2 (from A3).

Note that the constants A
F,b

, A
F,b

, B
F,b

, A
F,b

, C
F,b

, and
C

F,b

depend only on distribution F and parameter b. In
general, in the limit as b goes to 0, all the lower- and upper-
bound parameters in A1, A2, A3 go to 1. Thus, in this
limit, they are non-essential for the results presented in this
section. In particular, if F is the double-exponential distri-
bution, we can easily check that

@2
log(p

y,S

)

@✓
i

@✓
j

=

p
i,S

(✓)p
j,S

(✓)

�2
� 0
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and it is admissible to take
A

F,b

= e�4b/� , A
F,b

= e4b/� , B
F,b

= e�2b/� , B
F,b

=

e2b/� , C
F,b

= e�4b/� , C
F,b

= 4, and �
F,K

= 1/�2 for all
b > 0.

The following theorem establishes an upper bound for the
mean square error.
Theorem 2. Assume A1, A2 and A3. Let M

F

be the pair-

weight matrix with the weight function (9) and D
F,b

=

C
F,b

/(A
F,b

B
F,b

). Suppose that

m � 32

�
F,K

B
F,b

1

�2(⇤
M

F

)

n log(n),

then, with probability at least 1� 3/n,

MSE(

ˆ✓, ✓?)  32D2
F,b

�
F,K

n(log(n) + 2)

�2(⇤
M

F

)

2

1

m

where �
F,K

= 1/min

k2K

�
F,k

.

If, in addition to the assumptions of Theorem 2, all com-
parison sets are of cardinality k � 2, then, the statement of
the theorem holds with

�
F,K

�2(⇤
M

F

)

=

✓
1� 1

k

◆
1

�2(⇤
M

)

and
�
F,K

�2(⇤
M

F

)

2
=

✓
1� 1

k

◆2

�
F,k

1

�2(⇤
M

)

2

where �
F,k

is defined in (7), and M is the pair-weight ma-
trix with the weight function w(k) = 1/k2.

If, in addition, each comparison set is sampled indepen-
dently, uniformly at random without replacement from the
set of all items, then the statement of Theorem 2 holds with

MSE(

ˆ✓, ✓?)  32D2
F,b

�
F,K

n(log(n) + 2)

m

✓
1� 1

n
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(13)
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n
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)

2
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✓
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n

◆2

�
F,k
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In the following theorem, we establish a lower bound.
Theorem 3. Any unbiased estimator

ˆ✓ satisfies

E[MSE(

ˆ✓, ✓?)] � 1

A
F,b

B
F,b
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If all comparison sets are of cardinality k, then any unbi-
ased estimator ˆ✓ satisfies the inequality in Theorem 3 with

nX
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◆
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If, in addition, each comparison set is drawn independently,
uniformly at random from the set of all items, then any
unbiased estimator ˆ✓ satisfies the inequality in Theorem 3
with

E[MSE(

ˆ✓, ✓?)] � 1

A
F,b

B
F,b

�
F,k

n

m

✓
1� 1

n

◆2

, (14)

since
nX
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1

�
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(⇤

M

F

)

= �
F,k

✓
1� 1

n

◆2

n.

We have tight upper bound (13) and low bound (14) for
the means square error for the maximum likelihood pa-
rameter estimator. The difference between (13) and (14)
is O(log(n)). Indeed, the log(n) gap between upper and
lower bound allows us to say “with probability 1 � 3/n”.
One can remove the log(n) gap by using a constant proba-
bility (e.g., “with probability 3/4”).

The tight upper and lower bound tell us that under the given
assumptions, for the mean square error to be smaller than a
constant, it is necessary that the number of comparisons
satisfies m

�

F,k

= ⌦(n). Therefore, for the same perfor-
mance guarantee, we require more comparisons as �

F,k

in-
creases.

4. Classification of Items of Two Classes

In this section, we consider a generalized Thurstone choice
model T

F

with parameter ✓ that takes value in ⇥

n

=

{�b, b}n, for parameter b > 0. This is a special case where
each item is either of two classes: a low or a high class.
We consider a classification problem, where the goal is to
correctly classify each item as either of low or high class,
based on observed input data of choices.

Suppose that ✓
i

= b for all i 2 N1 and ✓
i

= �b for all
i 2 N2 where N1 [ N2 = N and |N1| = |N2| = n/2.
Without loss of generality, assume that N1 = {1, . . . , n/2}
and N2 = {n/2 + 1, . . . , n}.

We consider a point score ranking method that outputs an
estimate ˆN1 of the set of items of high class and ˆN2 that
contains the remaining items, which is defined by the fol-
lowing algorithm:

1. Observe outcomes of m observations and associate
each item with a point score defined as the number of
comparison sets in which this item is the chosen item.

2. Sort items in decreasing order of the point scores.
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3. Output ˆN1 defined as the set of top n/2 items (with
uniform random tie break) and ˆN2 defined as the set
of remaining items.

Theorem 4. Suppose that b  4/(k2@p
k

(0)/@x1) and

b max

x2[�2b,2b]k�1
kr2p

k

(x)k2  @p
k

(0)

@x1
. (15)

Then, for every � 2 (0, 1], if

m � 64

1

b2

✓
1� 1

k

◆
�
F,k

n(log(n) + log(1/�))

the point score ranking method correctly identifies the

classes of all items with probability at least 1� �.

The bound of the theorem is tight as established in the fol-
lowing theorem.
Theorem 5. Suppose that b  1/(6k2@p

k

(0)/@x1) and

that condition (15) holds. Then, for every even number of

items such that n � 16, and � 2 (0, 1/4], for any algorithm

to correctly classify all items with probability at least 1��,

it is necessary that

m � 1

62

1

b2

✓
1� 1

k

◆
�
F,k

n(log(n) + log(1/�)).

Again, from Theorem 4 and 5, we can conclude that the
higher �

F,k

has the more error.

5. Discussion of Results

In this section, we discuss how the number of observations
needed for given parameter estimation error tolerance de-
pends on the cardinality of comparison sets. We found in
Section 3.2 and Section 4 that for a priori unbiased sched-
ules of comparisons, where each comparison set is of car-
dinality k and is drawn independently, uniformly at random
from the set of all items, the required number of observa-
tions to bring down the mean square error or correctly clas-
sify items of two classes with high probability, the number
of observations is of the order �

F,k

, defined in (7).

The values of parameters @p
k

(0)/@x1 and �
F,k

for our
example generalized Thurstone choice models T

F

in Sec-
tion 2.3 are presented in Table 1.

For every cumulative distribution F in Table 1, �
F,k

is a
decreasing function in k. Thus, we have a better perfor-
mance by increasing the size of comparisons. The decreas-
ing speed of �

F,k

depends on the cumulative distribution F .
Note that for both double-exponential and Laplace distribu-
tions of noise �

F,k

= ⇥(1), and for Gaussian distribution
of noise �

F,k

= O(1/k✏). On the other hand, for uniform
distribution of noise, �

F,k

= ⇥(1/k2).

Table 1. The values of parameters for our examples of TF .
F @p

k

(0)
@x1

�
F,k

Gaussian O(

1
k

2�✏

) ⌦(

1
k

2✏ )

Double-exponential 1
�k

2 �2 k

k�1

Laplace 1�1/2k�1

�k(k�1) �2 k�1
k(1�1/2k�1)2

Uniform 1
2a(k�1) 4a2 k�1

k

3

In general, the value of parameter �
F,k

admits the following
lower and upper bounds.
Proposition 6. For the value of parameter �

F,k

, the fol-

lowing two claims hold:

1. For every cumulative distribution function F with an

even and continuously differentiable density function,

we have �
F,k

= O(1).

2. For every cumulative distribution function F with a

density function such that f(x)  C for all x 2 R,

for a constant C > 0, �
F,k

= ⌦(1/k2).

We observe that both double-exponential and Laplace dis-
tributions of noise are extremal in achieving the upper
bound of O(1) for the value of parameter �

F,k

, asymptoti-
cally for large k. On the other hand, a uniform distribution
of noise is extremal in achieving the lower bound ⌦(1/k2)
for the value of parameter �

F,k

. More generally, we can
show that �

F,k

= ⇥(1/k2) for any cumulative distribution
function F with the density function such that f(x) � C
for every point x of its support, for a constant C > 0.

Numerical Examples.

We consider the following simulation experiment. We fix
the values of the number of items n and the number of com-
parisons m, and consider a choice of a generalized Thur-
stone model T

F

for the value of parameter ✓? = 0. We
consider comparison sets of the same cardinality of value k
that are independent uniform random samples from the set
of all items. For every fixed value of k, we run 100 repeti-
tions to estimate the mean square error. We do this for the
distribution of noise according to a double-exponential dis-
tribution (Bradley-Terry model) and according to a uniform
distribution, both with unit variance.

Figure 1 shows the results for the setting of parameters
n = 10 and m = 100. The results clearly demonstrate
that the mean square error exhibits qualitatively different
relations with the cardinality of comparison sets for the
two generalized Thurstone models. Our theoretical re-
sults in Section 3.2 suggest that the mean square error
should decrease with the cardinality of comparison sets as
1/(1 � 1/k) for the double-exponential distribution, and
as 1/k2 for the uniform distribution of noise. Observe that
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Figure 1. Mean square error for two different generalized Thurstone choice models TF : (left) F is a double-exponential distribution, and
(right) F is a uniform distribution. The vertical bars denote 95% confidence intervals. The results confirm two qualitatively different
relations with the cardinality of comparison sets as suggested by the theory.

the latter two terms decrease with k to a strictly positive
value and to zero value, respectively. The empirical results
in Figure 1 confirm these claims.

We found that Fiedler value of a pair-weight matrix is an
important factor that determines the mean square error in
Section 3.1 and Section 3.2. In Section M of the supple-
mentary material, we evaluate Fiedler value for different
pair-weight matrices of different schedules of comparisons.

6. Conclusion

The results of this paper elucidate how the parameter esti-
mation accuracy for a generalized Thurstone choice model
depends on the given model and the structure of compari-
son sets. They show that a key factor is an eigenvalue gap
of a pair-weight matrix that reflects its algebraic connectiv-
ity, which depends in a particular way on the given model.
It is shown that for a large class of generalized Thurstone
choice models, including all popular instances used in prac-
tice, there is a diminishing returns decrease of the estima-
tion error with the cardinality of comparison sets, which is
rather slow for comparison sets of three of more items. This
offers a guideline for the designers of schedules of com-
petitions to ensure that the schedule has a well-connected
pair-weight matrix and to expect limited gains from com-
parison sets of large sizes.
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